Memoranda
D.E. Kleinman

Brazil Trip
17 - 31 May 97

18-19 May Porto Alegre for Congress of Brazilian Zoos
17 May
16 May → DCA →
Discover that the UA
flight to make
connections at JFK is
cancelled. Trying
to figure out flight
direction. The Trans
Brasil flight from JFK
is also cancelled. Go
to meet Ian for Sushi
at Take 5.
17 May → Flight OK
18 May - Porto Alegre
11:30 - Met by Claudio Giacomini (Director of Rio Grande do Sul Zoo)
Paula Viera (Director in Brasilia)
Social host went out with them for lunch - prepare talk for go to Congress initiation at Convention Center
There were many expos of domestic animals (cows, pigs, horses)
People present from Brazil
From S.P. - Cecilia Pessuti
From B.P. - Valeria and Director of Reptiles
From Rio - with Kada
(from Pico das Antas)
From Sao Carlos - Rogerio Paschoal
From Madrid University
Ester - Environ Educ.
Human perceptions of animals.

Anna - transporter of animals from Quebec
Mexican vet who was "Willy" vet.
Renato Rinaldi - former IBGB
Former Director of Zoo
now Vize Dir, Rio Grande do Sul.
Sunday 48

Tuesday 42

Thursday 10

Saturday 19

Tax $5

Tuesday 11/6

December 190

1721

170

Tax $5

10/6
Mayco - Arequipa
1746 Congress
1:30 - 2:00 Resso
2:00 - 2:30 Taxi
2:30 - 2:50 Taxi
3:30 - 4:00 Lunch
4:00 - 5:00 Congress dinner
5:00 - 6:30 Congress dinner
Dinner $88
Sparkling wine $22
Glasses $1.40
Taxes $1.60
Expenses

16 May - Shuttle $20.00
Taxi - DCA, Bethesda $40.00

17 May - Airport tax (on ticket) $32.95

15 May - Lunch in Porto Alegre (NR) R$ 10.00

22 May - Dinner - (NR) $30.00
B. H. Japanese

23 May - Dinner (NR) $20.00

24 May - Dinner, churrascaria $25.00
22 May: Chk $120.00
Boston

27 May: Supermarket $18.00

28 May: Lunch $4.30

29 May: dinner
Restaurant Osteria
Supper Taxi $18.00